ASRR Submission – Brian Hannan (Retired - industry association, pilot, aircraft owner, lobbyist)
I aim for brevity, addressing your criteria primarily from a general aviation perspective.
I will make a recommendation re the RRP; the remainder is fact based comment to demonstrate gaps.
RRP Outcome
Is it now timely to consider how many CASA CEO/Director and staff have “failed” to roll out the RRP therefore the issue cannot be the people involved but the unique nature of our RRP system itself?
Australia is small fish in international aviation and ICAO as regards volume and complexity. Successful
businesses adopt world’s best practices; CASA continues to reinvent the wheel locally. Past personality
politics (particularly consequent upon Dick Smith chairing the then CAA – see reference cite at end of
submission), “not invented here” syndrome, and selection of many CASA staff from local military and
airline backgrounds has parochially rejected much that works successfully overseas.
It is opportune to reconsider this, particularly as we fill much of our surveillance gap with ADS-B via the
mandates. Until now our surveillance lack has kept Australia “different” to the USA and Europe but the
gap is closing and would close even further if some CNS/ATM savings of the mandates were invested
sooner in more ADS-B ground stations, Class E airspace, and in SBAS.
The law wisely states “De minimus non curat lex” – “the law does not concern itself with trifling
matters.” CASA, driven by DIT bureaucratic thinking, adopts the converse on the basis that to prescribe
in fine detail will ensure safety – yet the same nature of GA accidents continues ... thus reinforcing
Gann’s comment – “Rule books are paper - they will not cushion a sudden meeting of stone and metal.”
In fact, analogous to the dramatic road toll reduction arising from electronic stability control in vehicles,
rather than road rules, it may be GNSS/PBN (now offering terrain alerting) that offers the next GA safety
leap, rather than CASA regulation (particularly as CASA lags technology).
Fine detail complicates the massive Regulatory Suite - versus the other extreme of the Ten
Commandments on one page to guide the lives of Christians. Perhaps a middle ground approach is
needed, particularly as the more detailed the RRP the more complex the linkages to be assessed and
modified when change is necessary – as it will be, because an RRP is evolutionary. An example of
resource waste bureaucratic “administrivia” is “CASA wishes to advise of new Standards Development
Project MS 09/22 - Amendments to CAAP 42W-1 and CAAP 42W-2 to introduce and describe a CASA form
that is both titled Form 1 [currently numbered as Form 917] and has the Form 1 number allocated to it.”
Another negative of the CASA regulatory paper chase approach is the impact on small flying schools,
operators and maintainers, people so necessary in a country sparsely serviced outside the J curve. A wall
of paper compliance distracts these people from their core business, adds costs and will ultimately
reduce viability or enthusiasm of such organizations and their vital support to rural and Outback
communities. This will no doubt be stressed to you in the maintainer submissions.
Although the current RRP roll out is claimed to be well under way, regulations made under deadline
pressure contain “anomalies” and fail the test of industry scrutiny despite purporting “no major changes
to existing”. This leads to friction between industry and CASA, particularly when CASA attempts to blame
industry inability to comprehend as the delay cause. Example, Part 61 deferred 9 months from
December 2013 – note incongruence between the contents of sentences two and three (my underline):

"The primary reason for the changes is the need to give the aviation industry more time to prepare for
the commencement of the new regulations," a CASA media release said.
"Despite CASA’s education and information campaign on the new licensing regulations many pilots and
people working in flying training are only starting to understand the new rules.”
"While the new regulations do not make major changes to existing practices it is clear more time for
education and information communication is required.
"As a result CASA proposed a package of amendments to clarify the intent of the regulations, correct any
anomalies and make improvements which will benefit the aviation industry.”
To sum up this section, CASA is a monopoly with a captive audience and no competition to encourage
continuous improvement.
Recommendation - staged adoption of (say) the FAA FAR would release CASA administrative resource
from forever writing and reviewing regulatory documents and “consulting”, and allow a greater focus on
innovation, safety audit, education and any (few) unique Australian issues.
I acknowledge the culture change process would be challenging but surely less formidable than the time
and effort and industry disruption in the more than 16 years since “The Minister for Transport and
Regional Development announced an industry-based panel to oversee the CASA regulatory review.”
CASA Structure and effectiveness
In your considerations of resource effectiveness I suggest you make request to CASA for a “due
diligence” on the effective manpower equivalents in the total staff dedicated to passenger transport
operations above say 9 seats versus general aviation operations - and consider that. The FAA treats
“private” operations more appropriately leaving FAA to focus where attention is needed. Due Diligence.
CASA adopts a “one size fits all” approach, quoting ICAO when it suits, while the USA with a comparable
GA safety record adopts a more balanced approach. Our outback charter or joy flight passenger in a
single engine Cherokee 6 hardly anticipates airline standards. CASA neglects that ICAO is about
international and airline domestic passenger operations rather than those applicable to general aviation,
particularly when ICAO documentation allows exemption - which CASA rejects. An example of the
mindset is the CASA (mis)use of circling data accident analysis by USA FSF of turbine/jet aircraft and
applying it to light aircraft as part of restricting GA IFR GPS NPA approaches at non-certified/registered
airports, thus reducing safe arrival capability and promoting scud running. “One size fits all” mindset.
CASA is inconsistent re airline safety. Example - it has allowed self-regulation of the RA Aus sector yet
this sector is now flying aircraft of comparable performance to small GA at altitudes to 10,000’. A recent
requirement for GA VFR transponder and instrument testing to IFR specifications was based on “The
intent of NPRM 1101CS was to reduce the risk of loss of separation due to aircraft utilising equipment
calibrated to different standards.” and “CASA does not accept the continuance of two standards for
aircraft operating in the same airspace.” Despite my approach to the CASA CEO the Rule was introduced
with no inclusion of RA Aus aircraft - that mix it with airliners in our large Class G airspace and at
regional airports. Reason for non-inclusion “Particular categories of aircraft that are currently exempt
from the provisions of Civil Aviation Regulation 1988, Part 4, Airworthiness Requirements will remain
exempt.” So, two standards have been accepted. Safety Inconsistency.

CASA has also been safety inconsistent, if benevolently myopic, re Qantas activity. Operating as Jetstar
almost a million passengers per year were flown for years to/from Avalon as Class G non-towered and
with light aircraft transient traffic including international (English as second language) GA pilot training –
until pressure was applied to the Minister by the earlier mentioned Australian aviation identity to
upgrade the airspace classification and staff the tower. I acknowledge CASA faces difficulty recruiting
expertise from airlines while trying to ensure no bias or conflicts of interest. Safety Inconsistency.
The USA GA fleet is approximately 17 times that of Australia and the USA is home to key GA
manufacturers. If it were my “business” I would adopt as much as possible from the FAA rather than
reinvent the wheel for the smaller Australian GA fleet. A simple example is the CASA ageing aircraft
project where in comparison the combination of the FAA and the USA Breed Groups provides an expert
information pool CASA cannot achieve. The FAA Ageing Aircraft Program exists and is excellent. This
would again allow CASA more focus on value added work. Piggyback efficiency.
CASA is not a “learning organisation”; rather it is reactive, often needing external stimulus. Another
example of moving CASA forward was the process I pursued for AOPA from 2008 regarding
Airworthiness Directives with the outcome that from October 2009 “state of origin” AD became the
norm so saving CASA considerable time rewriting and adding unique extra conditions for Australia rather
than what expert manufacturers and the FAA had already published for identical aircraft. Rework.
The current CEO has removed the Industry Complaints Commissioner from direct reporting, and
selected a non-aviation ICC dependent for expert advice on those whose staff she may be reviewing,
versus the success of the previous ICC reporting direct to the previous CEO. External review of CASA
decisions is too expensive for the little man - proper internal review provides a CASA health check for
the CEO with an independent authoritative internal “ombudsman”. Nelson’s telescope.
CASA is inconsistent in treatment of people including vendetta against those who stand up to it. This is
left to be resolved by the legal system where, in the example attached, expenses like $35,000 accrue.
Lest it be thought the attached adopts “poetic licence” – the magistrates finding verifies my reporting.
The key issue in the attached is that (I was liaising with Airservices on Violations of Airspace solutions at
the time so I speak with some insight) there was prosecution for a VCA – yet CASA confirmed that from
2005 to June 2008 there has been only one prosecution for a VCA (this case) against our estimate of
around 4468 VCA during that period, some of which (not this one) required aircraft avoidance action.
The case sums up many CASA shortcomings, and reinforces that even if CASA knows its case may fail it
will still “succeed” by damaging costs to the victim. Note the extremely poor presentation and (il)logic
by the then CASA CEO under Senator questioning about VCA on the last page. Vindictive / Vendetta
In a quality environment CASA must audit compliance and more regulations require more audit or the
regulations are meaningless. A coaching mindset rather than a punitive mindset is a real world need but
will only be achieved by a mindset change also in those who direct the need for strict liability provisions.
CASA consultation is often window dressing or tokenism where input is ignored. Likewise the guidelines
are bent of the Government Office of Best Practice Regulation and the need for factual Regulatory
Impact Statement. Example of window dressing - CASA AVMED Discussion Paper released via the
Standards Consultative Council on 19 December 2012 discussing a significant medical change for mature
age pilots. Compare this to page 3 of the CASA AVMED Newsletter of Spring 2012 (12 September, some
3 months earlier) “We will commence these age-related requirements towards the end of the year –
after we have advised the pilot population of them.” Consultation or pre-ordained?

(The proposal breached Discrimination guidelines of the Australian Human Rights Commission and was
dropped after my approach to them. As with all things CASA, it will re-emerge disguised at a later date).
An example of a RIS being conducted in breach is the Addendum to NFRM 1105AS – a significant
document to the future direction and costs to aviation of Australian surveillance - after my input was
ignored by CASA during the RIS comment period, particularly about a statement grossly wrong (in blue):
“In response to a comment received on the RIS published in Annex D in the NFRM, CASA would like to
clarify the following. The RIS includes the following sentence on Page 14 (my underline).
A major benefit of ADS-B for Australia is that it provides complete airspace coverage allowing air traffic
control to accurately view and track the locations of aircraft across Australia.
In isolation this sentence may be interpreted to mean that there is currently ADS-B coverage in all
Australian airspace. For clarification, there is currently continent-wide ADS-B coverage at FL290 and
above, significant ADS-B coverage in airspace above 10 000ft and limited coverage below 10 000ft. In the
future further ADS-B stations will extend coverage at and below 10 000ft in controlled airspace.
We apologise for any confusion this may have caused.”
In other words, the RIS on display was completely incorrect over a fundamental surveillance factor. The
CASA officer explanation for the Addendum instead of initiating a RIS review “I had to do it like that as I
was instructed ... that the RIS could not be changed after the Minister signed off on it and it was tabled
in the Parliament. Which meant that I could only add the clarification addendum to the CASA website.”
CASA has also bureaucratically applied regulation “anti-safety”. An example is duty time (CAO 48) where
in 2008 an airline pilot in West Australia wished to fly his own GA aircraft to a holiday location at
weekends, achieving in one hour what required a wearying four hour drive otherwise. (Which do we
think would have more effect on his fitness for later duty?). CASA refused the request, where an
exemption should have ensued to reduce his recreational effort (and there were many other existing
recreational pursuits not required to be considered against duty time but far more strenuous.)
When CASA reviewed the flight duty time provisions in 2012 the draft proceeded down the same
restrictive conditions (not a learning organisation) but I was successful in having the restriction amended
to a logical result - private flying is now correctly treated (as in the UK) as generally not duty time.
A penultimate comment on CASA. The CASA Board is responsible for “ensuring that CASA performs its
functions in a proper, efficient and effective manner.” The most recent Board was established by the Civil
Aviation Amendment Bill 2009 (supported by AOPA at the time). I have seen no evidence of success or
that the positions are any more than a sinecure. If the Board was achieving its charter, the CASA
component of this current ASRR would be simplified.
My final comment is that CASA has regularly demonstrated payback or pushing ahead despite relevant
industry objection so both a fear of identifying oneself exists and industry is so “shell shocked” that “GA”
has come to mean “general apathy” where industry just quietly braces for the next shock.
ATSB
My dealings with them have rarely received reasonable consideration. One example is a fatal at
Bankstown (AO-2008-081) where in conjunction with Glenn Morris of Airservices we verified the
significant inbound reporting point 2RN adjacent to the crash was not correctly determined in aviation
docs, only in the Sydney Basin VPG which is not on the AIRAC cycle, is not a prescribed chart, and was
out of date. The ATSB was advised in Feb 2009. No mention was made in their investigation report.

In January 2010 Martin Dolan, Chief Commissioner ATSB assured me while dealing with him re a
disgraceful ATSB report (Hamilton Island) that vilified a dead pilot “I can assure you that I take very
seriously our legal responsibility not to apportion blame. I am also aware of the added impact that a
media release can have in setting public perceptions.” Along came the report into the Pel-Air Ditching at
Norfolk Island that helped trigger this ASSR review – I need say no more.
DIT
Turning now to the Department of Infrastructure (I have used the former abbreviation because nothing
has changed but their name) perhaps the Ministerial White Paper is their best self-assessment. It is over
200 pages, verbose, repetitive, and lacks the essentials of success – roadmaps or tables defining what,
why, who, when and where. The White Paper falsely takes credit for evolution (“will continue” prevails)
despite the Government’s own regulatory impact guidelines that state “It is inappropriate to merely
calculate incremental costs and benefits compared with the status quo, unless no further changes would
have eventuated in the absence of the proposal.”
In 2010 DIT confirmed under my questioning that the White paper general aviation economic and
employment data were not homogeneous with the previous comparison data “the figures quoted in the
White Paper are not directly comparable to the data presented in the 2005 BITRE Report, despite both
having come from IBIS World Reports, albeit representing different periods of time.”
This makes the purported GA growths and declines meaningless. Yet this is a fundamental document,
supposedly the foundation for the future – should we not expect better of the Minister’s advisers?
The timelines of the White Paper are motherhood without meaning or DIT successful pursuit – for
example Page 19 (remembering the White Paper was dated December 2009 so these are short term
horizons – as we now traverse 2014 still without success):
> finalise the suites of CASA’s regulations on licensing and flight operations by the end of 2010; and
> complete the remainder of the CASA regulatory reform program by 2011, providing additional
resources to expedite drafting of new regulations;
In terms of CNS/ATM I suggest DIT lacks skill and is dependent on ASTRA for expertise. Perhaps ASTRA
should be elevated in its role, management structure and input. The ASTRA work on ADS-B and GNSS
with which I was involved from early times is world leading and a tribute to industry collaboration,
particularly with the Airservices convenors of the two key working groups.
DIT also lacks technical literacy. In their SBAS Paper of 2011 DIT cited figures of straight in approaches
being 25 times safer than circling, and approaches with vertical guidance being 8 times safer than
without. When asked to cite, the answer at senior DIT level was “I have not been able to track down the
original ICAO reference. As you will no doubt be aware IATA, ICAO and the Flight Safety Foundation (and
many experts) were involved in a lot of joint work through the 1990s concerning the issue of controlled
flight into terrain and approach and landing accidents ... It is possible that it may have been a working
paper presented during this period of work by these organisations which has not been published.”
(Quite apart from technical literacy and foundation needing factual and available references is that DIT
is accepting studies around 20 years old after what has occurred in cockpit evolution since).

As regards General Aviation, the department pays lip service but does little to encourage GA growth or
survival as CASA continues to push private GA pilots to the recreational RA Aus sector. The 2008 JCP
(ADS-B, GNSS and the subsequent (current) GNSS and ADS-B mandates result in infrastructure savings
for Airservices that will be passed to the airlines but GA is forced to spend for little tangible gain. CASA
admitted in 2009 after the JCP did not proceed that, “Aviation benefits related to ADS-B Out technology
are very difficult to estimate, there is considerable cost shifting to aircraft operators as a result of
transition to satellite-based technologies, and the financial situation of airspace users in the GA category
needs to be addressed”. It wasn’t.
CLOSING
As I finalise this submission, most appropriately on Australia Day, I am reminded of the numerous
enquiries and reviews of CASA and how many of my aviation colleagues believe it is fruitless to submit to
you based on past reviews achieving no improvement. I commend to this ASRR panel the chance to
finally achieve much needed change before another smoking scar on a hillside.
I also commend the following reference document to the Committee, particularly our offshore
colleagues, for its valuable and concise content – a quick skim explains much of how we reached where
we are now:
http://www.aph.gov.au/About_Parliament/Parliamentary_Departments/Parliamentary_Library/pubs/B
N/1011/Aviation (Aviation safety regulation timeline 1982-2011)
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SUBMITTER’S CREDENTIALS
My background is corporate (handling regulatory and customer service issues) retiring as an Exec Officer
with 3000 staff, small business, retired director and VP of AOPA Australia with special responsibility for
regulation and technical issues, and retired Freeman of the Guild of Air Pilots and Navigators. I am owner
of a mechanical repair business, a pilot, former aircraft owner and an aviation writer, with a multitude of
small course citations, amateur radio qualification, company director (ANU) and postgraduate business
management (Monash) qualifications.
My AOPA role required regular dealings with CASA and Airservices, a chalk and cheese comparison. I was
operating with Airservices under a Memorandum of Understanding and was highly motivated by the
staff ethos and safety approach based on data, consultation and coaching. I cannot commend CASA in
comparison as the occasional shining star in CASA was more the norm in Airservices staff.

